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Fe-based bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) normally exhibit super high strength but 
significant brittleness at ambient temperature. Therefore, it is difficult to investigate 
the plastic deformation behavior and mechanism in these alloys through conven-
tional tensile and compressive tests due to lack of distinct macroscopic plastic 
strain. In this work, the deformation behavior of Fe52Cr15Mo9Er3C15B6 BMG was in-
vestigated through instrumented nanoindentation and uniaxial compressive tests. 
The results show that serrated flow, the typical plastic deformation feature of BMGs, 
could not be found in as-cast and partially crystallized samples during nanoinden-
tation. In addition, the deformation behavior and mechanical properties of the alloy 
are insensitive to the applied loading rate. The mechanism for the appearance of 
the peculiar deformation behavior in the Fe-based BMG is discussed in terms of the 
temporal and spatial characteristics of shear banding during nanoindentation. 

bulk metallic glass, nanoindentation, serrated flow, shear band 

1  Introduction 

The ferromagnetic bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) have important potential applications in magnetic 
functional materials, and therefore, Fe-based BMGs have drawn increasing attention in metallic 
glass field since they were developed[1]. During the past decade, Fe-based BMGs with high glass 
forming ability (GFA) and excellent magnetic properties have been continually developed[1－5]. On 
the other hand, non-ferromagnetic (paramagnetic at ambient temperature) Fe-based BMGs, such as 
“amorphous steel”, with a high GFA have been found recently[6－10]. This kind of Fe-based BMGs 
are potential structural materials due to their super high strength, low cost, and high GFA. However, 
most Fe-based BMGs are very brittle with the fracture toughness of only 1－2 MPa⋅m1/2 and zero 
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compressive plastic strain[11], though some samples exhibit a limited plasticity[3,9]. The lack of 
macroscopic plasticity in the Fe-based BMGs hinders the understanding of plastic deformation 
mechanism in these BMGs. 

Recently, the instrumented nanoindentation method has been used to study the deformation 
behavior of BMGs more and more[12－17]. During nanoindentation, the samples are in multi-axial 
stress state. The propagation of shear bands is restricted by the surrounding elastically deformed 
materials, and thus the rapid propagation of shear bands and their transition into cracks are retarded. 
Consequently, nanoindentation tests allow considerably larger plastic deformation to be accumu-
lated in these quasi-brittle materials in a localized area around the indented regions. Furthermore, 
quite small volume of materials is needed for nanoindentation tests, which not only greatly reduces 
the effort for sample preparation but also reduces the sample for sample variation in property. Such 
factors facilitate observation of the mechanisms of plastic deformation under well-controlled 
conditions. Many recent results have shown that BMGs usually exhibit discrete strain (serrated 
flow) during nanoindentation, which is related to the formation and operation of shear bands. The 
serrated flow feature depends on the applied strain rate and the chemical composition of the al-
loy[12－17]. Most metallic glasses systems show a pronounced serrated flow at the low strain rates, 
while weak or no serrated flow at high strain rates. In contrast, the Ce-based BMGs with low glass 
transition temperature (Tg) exhibit a strong serrated flow only at high strain rates. Up to now, there 
is still little work reported on the plastic deformation behavior of BMGs with high Tg during 
nanoindentation. In this paper, the deformation behavior of Fe52Cr15Mo9Er3C15B6 BMG with in-
stinct brittleness and high Tg developed by Ponnambalam et al. was investigated through nanoin-
dentation method[7,18]. The effect of partial crystallization on the mechanical behavior was also 
studied. 

2  Experimental methods 

Fe52Cr15Mo9Er3C15B6 cylindrical rods with a diameter of 3 mm were prepared by arc-melting a 
mixture of elements with purity higher than 99.9% in an argon atmosphere and then chill-casting 
into a copper mould. The amorphous structure of the samples was confirmed by X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) using Cu Kα radiation. Thermal analysis was performed with a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 dif-
ferential scanning calorimeter under argon atmosphere, at a constant heating rate of 20 K/min. 
Partially crystallized samples were obtained by annealing the BMG within a supercooled liquid 
region for different durations. The specimens for nanoindentation measurements were mechani-
cally polished to a mirror finish and tested in a MTS Nano Indenter® XP with a Berkovich diamond 
tip. Fused silica was used as a reference sample for the initial tip calibration procedure. The in-
dentations were performed in a load-control mode to a depth limit of 1 μm using loading rates from 
0.075 to 1 mN/s. The thermal drift of the instrument was maintained below 0.05 nm/s. At least five 
indentations were made for each test at room temperature (296 K). Uniaxial compression tests were 
performed by an Instron 8562 testing device at an initial strain rate of 1.0 ×10−4 s−1. The samples for 
compression tests are 6 mm in length and 3 mm in diameter. The morphology of indents after 
nanoindentation tests and fracture surface was observed by a JSM-6460 scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) and a Neophot-21 optical microscope.  
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3  Results and discussion 

Figure 1 shows the DSC curves of the as-cast Fe52Cr15Mo9Er3C15B6 BMG obtained at a constant 
heating rate of 20 K/min. It can be seen that the glass transition temperature (Tg), the crystallization 
temperature (Tx) and the supercooled liquid region (ΔTx = Tx − Tg) of the as-cast BMG are 810, 900 
and 90 K, respectively. These agree well with the reported results[7]. Partially crystallized samples 
are obtained by annealing the as-prepared BMG within the supercooled liquid region for different 
durations. The crystallization degrees are calcu-
lated by comparison of the enthalpy difference 
of exothermic peak between the crystallized 
samples and as-cast sample in the DSC meas-
urements. The volume fraction of the crystallized 
phase for different partially crystallized samples 
ranges from 5% to 38%. The DSC curves for the 
typical annealed samples with 5% and 18% 
crystallized phase are also exhibited in Figure 1. 
It can be seen that Tg of the alloy is insensitive to 
the partial crystallization, whereas Tx decreases 
with the increase of the crystallization degree, 
reflecting the decrease in the thermal stability of 
the residual amorphous phase in the partially 
crystallized samples.  

The deformation behaviors of the as-cast Fe52Cr15Mo9Er3C15B6 BMG and partially crystallized 
samples are studied by nanoindentation. Figure 2 shows the typical load-displacement (P-h) 
curves for the as-cast sample during nanoindentation at various applied loading rates (some curves 
are moved horizontally in order to distinguish each curve clearly). The results show that the 
hardness and the modulus of the alloy are insensitive to the applied loading rates. The measured 
average hardness and average modulus are 15.9 GPa and 281 GPa, respectively. It can be seen that 
Fe52Cr15Mo9Er3C15B6 BMG exhibits continuous plastic deformation at various applied loading 
rates during the loading process, and no discrete flow phenomenon (serrated flow) can be found 
even in the enlarged figure (inset in Figure 2). This characteristic is remarkably different with the 
deformation behavior of other BMGs during nanoindentation. Previous results have shown that 
Mg-, Zr-, and Pd-based BMGs exhibit strong serrated flow in the loading parts during nanoin-
dentation, especially at the low applied loading rates[12−17]. The appearance of serrated flow is 
related to the formation and propagation of the shear bands during plastic deformation. During 
nanoindentation, when the local stress concentration reaches a certain extent, shear bands begin to 
form and propagate. The rapid propagation of shear bands induces the sudden release of elastic 
energy around the shear bands, thereby the visible discrete deformation is formed with the dis-
placement bursts (pop-ins) under the load controlled condition. At low applied loading rates, the 
operation of single shear band is enough to accommodate the whole plastic deformation with the 
appearance of clear pop-ins in P-h curve; while at high applied rates, the disappearance of the 
pronounced serrated flow is supposed to be the simultaneous operation of multiple shear bands to 
accommodate the rapid plastic deformation[12,13]. In present work, however, no pronounced ser-
rated flow could be found for Fe-based BMG during the loading process even at a very low loading 

 
 

Figure 1  DSC curves for the as-cast and annealed 
Fe52Cr15Mo9Er3C15B6 BMGs at a heating rate of 20 K/min. 
The numbers represent the content of crystallized phases. 
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rate (0.075 mN/s). In order to understand the characteristics of shear band for Fe-based BMG 
during nanoindentation, plastic deformation features around the indents were studied through 
SEM. 
 

 
 

Figure 2  Typical load-displacement (P-h) curves during nanoindentation at various loading rates for the as-cast sample. The 
inset is the enlarged parts of the loading curves. 

 
Figure 3 shows the SEM images of typical surface deformation features around the indents after 

nanoindentation for Fe52Cr15Mo9Er3C15B6 BMG at the loading rate of 0.075 mN/s (Figure 3(a)) and 
0.5 mN/s (Figure 3(b)). It reveals that distinct semicircle shear bands around the indents form 
around the indents after nanoindentation at all applied loading rates, while more shear bands form 
at the high loading rates. The shear band morphology and the correlation of shear band number 
with applied loading rates are consistent with that of other BMG systems[12,13]. This result indicates 
that although the alloy does not exhibit a pronounced serrated flow in the P-h curves (Figure 2) 
during nanoindentation, the formation and propagation of shear bands are the prominent charac-
teristics for Fe-based BMG during the plastic deformation process. It is well-known that the 
presence of crystallized phase in the amorphous matrix significantly affects the formation and 
propagation of shear bands. Here we also examine the effect of partial crystallization on the de-
formation behavior of this alloy during nanoindentation. 

 

 
 

Figure 3  SEM images of the typical surface deformation features around the indents after nanoindentation at various loading 
rates: (a) 0.075 mN/s; (b) 0.5 mN/s. 
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Figure 4(a) and (b) exhibits the typical load-displacement (P-h) curves during nanoindentation at 
loading rates of 0.075－1.0 mN/s for 5% and 18% crystallized BMGs, respectively. The hardness 
and elastic modulus of the 5% crystallized sample are 16.2 GPa and 299 GPa, respectively, which 
are 1.9% and 6.4%, respectively, higher than those of the as-cast sample. As the crystallization 
degree increases to 18%, the hardness of the alloy increases further, but the elastic modulus keeps a 
constant value. The values are 16.5 GPa and 299 GPa, respectively, which are 3.8% and 6.4% 
higher than those of the as-cast sample. It should be noted from Figure 4 that the partially crystal-
lized Fe-based BMG also exhibits a smooth loading curve without distinct serrated flow at all the 
studied loading rates. 
 

 
 

Figure 4  Typical load-displacement (P-h) curves during nanoindentation at various loading rates for the partially crystallized 
samples: (a) 5% crystallized; (b) 18% crystallized. 
 

For further understanding the deformation feature of the Fe-based BMG at ambient temperature, 
we investigated the compressive deformation behavior of the alloy through uniaxial compressive 
tests. Figure 5 shows the stress-strain curves for as-cast and partially crystallized samples at the 
initial strain rate of 1×10−4 s−1. The studied samples failed immediately after elastic limit without 
distinct macroscopic plastic strain during the compressive test. The fracture strength (σb) and 
elastic strain of the as-cast sample are 3883 MPa and 1.95%, respectively. Figure 5 illuminates that 
σb increases with the crystallization degrees up to the crystallization content of 30%. σb is 4467 
MPa for the 30% crystallized alloy, which is 15.6% higher than that of the as-cast sample. The 
tendency that σb is increasing with the content of crystalline phases is consistent with the above 
relationship between the hardness values and crystallization degrees. However, it should be noted 
that annealing induced crystallization normally leads to the increase of fragility of BMGs, caused 
by the precipitation of brittle intermetallic phases. Here, partial crystallization increases σb of the 
alloy, which indicates that the crystallization does not induce the premature failure of the material. 
In contrast, the presence of fine crystallized phases may suppress the rapid propagation of a single 
shear band. Figure 6 shows the SEM images of the typical surface deformation features around the 
indents of the 5% crystallized sample after indentation at the loading rate of 0.075 mN/s. It can be 
seen that the shear bands number in the crystallized alloy is slightly larger than that in the as-cast 
alloy at the same loading rate. Moreover, the shear band upset scale of the shear bands is much 
smaller in the partially crystallized alloy at the same loading rate. This indicates that the rapid 
propagation of a single shear band is suppressed in the partially crystallized alloys. 
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Figure 5  Stress-strain curves for as-cast and partially crystal-
lized samples during uinaxial compression. The numbers illu-
minate the volume fraction of crystalline phases. 

Figure 6  SEM images of the typical surface deforma-
tion features around the indents for 5% crystallized alloy 
after nanoindentation at 0.075 mN/s. 

 
Schuh et al. have done many researches on the relationship between the serrated flow phe-

nomenon and the loading rates during nanoindentation for Zr-, Pd-, and Mg-based BMGs. It was 
proposed that the weakening of serrated flow at high strain rates is correlated with the simultaneous 
operation of multiple shear bands. Moreover, the nucleation of shear bands may be suppressed at 
high enough strain rates due to the limited time scale, giving rise to a macroscopically homoge-
neous deformation. However, in present case, shear band features indicate that shear band number 
does not show a remarkable increase with the loading rate so that the transition of deformation 
mode from inhomogeneous to homogeneous deformation could occur. Recently, Nieh et al. sug-
gested that the number density of shear bands increased at a low normalized temperature (T/Tg, T is 
the measured temperature) by using a linear instability theory[17]. This agrees with the experimental 
results of instrumented macroindentation on various BMG systems, wherein the shear bands 
number beneath the indents for the alloy with high Tg (for example Ni-based BMG) is much higher 
than that of the alloy with low Tg at the same strain rate at the ambient temperature[19]. This sug-
gests that although high number density of shear bands is not observed on the upper surface of the 
indents, a great number of fine shear bands may exist underneath the indents after nanoindentation. 
In addition, according to the shear transformation zone (STZ) model[20,21], the ratio of the shear 
strain rate inside a STZ to that of the surrounding materials is also correlated with the normalized 
temperature. At low normalized temperatures (i.e. the present Fe-based BMG with high Tg and 
tested at ambient temperature), the local shear strain rates inside STZ are higher by about 5 mag-
nitudes than that of the surrounding material. This means that the local strain rates inside a shear 
band for Fe-based BMG at the ambient temperature are extremely high. On the other hand, the 
number density of shear bands in the present BMG is much higher than that in other BMG systems 
with relatively lower Tg. These two factors contribute to a much smaller temporal and spatial scale 
of shear banding in the present Fe-based BMG, compared with that of Zr-, Pd-, and Mg-based 
BMGs. Under this condition, the sudden release of elastic energy around the shear band caused by 
the propagation of shear band is difficult to be detected by the nanoindentation equipment, so that 
the macroscopically continuous plastic deformation occurs. Furthermore, the spatial scale of shear 
band operation is suppressed further by the presence of crystalline phases, and thereby the serrated 
flow cannot be found in partially crystallized samples at various loading rates either.  
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4  Summary 

The plastic deformation behavior and shear banding feature in Fe52Cr15Mo9Er3C15B6 BMG with 
high glass transition temperature were studied through the instrumented nanoindentation and 
compressive test. Partial crystallization (less than 30%) improves the fracture strength and hard-
ness of the alloy. During the loading process of nanoindentation, the amorphous and partially 
crystallized alloys all exhibit a smooth plastic deformation feature during nanoindentation at all 
the studied loading rates, though a distinct shear band pattern can be found around the indents 
after indentation tests. The absence of serrated flow during plastic deformation in the Fe-based 
alloy is correlated with the quite small temporal and spatial scale of shear banding.  
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